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It is unlikely that any one event, or moment in time, defines the
engagement of a typical employee. Our experience begins long
before we join a firm and will continue way after we leave. A fully
integrated employee lifecycle measurement programme helps
organisations understand the impact of one moment upon another.
ENGAGE’s integrated lifecycle tools enable organisations to join the dots
between the key moments of truth for employees and their levels of
engagement, loyalty and performance. They provide insight across the
end-to-end experience: pre-hire, induction, integration, performance,
exit and alumni. As part of a wider employee experience measurement
programme, they can also show the impact on employee behaviours
throughout the period of employment and, in turn, how this impacts
your customers and organisation overall.
Our lifecycle tools include:
•
•
•
•
•

Recruitment and selection tools (diagnostic and experience)
Onboarding surveys and toolkits
Employee experience surveys
Exit surveys
Alumni engagement surveys

By integrating the data collected via all of these tools – either at
an individual or cohort level – and other employee experience
measurement tools, ENGAGE can help organisations tailor and prioritise
their lifecycle programmes.

ENGAGE takes a different approach…
Driven by science
Data-driven decisions powered by worldclass technology. ENGAGE uses a bespoke
blend of integrated measurement
and diagnostic tools to inform better
people strategies and drive sustainable
transformation.
Focused on outcomes
ENGAGE’s leadership and engagement
solutions are designed to deliver
your specific organisational goals. We
develop tailored interventions that help
organisations define, communicate and
connect employees with strategy.
Tailored to your organisation
There is no one-size-fits-all solution.
ENGAGE’s leadership and engagement
programmes are completely customised to
reflect your unique culture, incorporating
your values, behaviours and organisational
DNA.

CONTINUED
OVERLEAF

Smart firms are measuring the employee experience across every part of the lifecycle…
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The full lifecycle
ENGAGE has helped many organisations to design, deploy and integrate their lifecycle insight and create employee
journeys that increase talent attraction and retention, performance and strategic alignment.

The BLUEPRINT for effective strategic engagement
ENGAGE helps create HIGHLY ENGAGED and EFFECTIVELY LED organisations. To achieve this, we build client programmes
based on our BLUEPRINT for effective strategic engagement.

Technology is used as
an enabler of effective
strategic engagement

Engagement strategy is
fully aligned with the
organisation’s vision,
strategy and values

CONTACT US
To make your start today, contact;
E: info@engagegroup.co.uk

A researchled approach
supports datadriven decision
making

Organisational
values create a
culture
that underpins the
strategic goals

ENGAGEMENT
BLUEPRINT

Tel
+44 (0) 20 3176 4531

Address
414 / 416 Metal Box Factory,
30 Great Guildford Street,
London, SE1 0HS

Engaged managers
drive impactful
change at a local level

Engaged leaders
effectively engage
employees with the
vision and strategy

Website
engagegroup.co.uk

